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Interesting Radium Facts: Radium was discovered by Pierre
and Marie Curie in 1898. They extracted the element from a
sample of the mineral uraninite. Radium was discovered after the
radioactive uranium was isolated, leaving behind another material
that was still radioactive.

www.softschools.com/facts/periodic_table/radium_facts/360/
Radium Facts - Softschools.com

Facts About Radium - Live Science
https://www.livescience.com/39623-facts-about-radium.html
Radium was used to make clock faces and hands glow in the dark in the 1900s. Credit:
EPA Radium is a highly radioactive element and can be extremely dangerous. However,
it was once used in many everyday products, including wristwatches and toothpaste, and
thought to have curative properties until ...

Radium Facts - Periodic Table of the Elements - â€¦

Radium
Radium is a chemical
element with symbol
Ra and atomic number
88. It is the sixth
element in group â€¦

Wikipedia

Discovered: 1898

Symbol: Ra

Atomic number: 88

Electron configuration: Rn 7s2

Boiling point: 3,159°F (1,737°C)

Melting point: 1,760°F (960°C)
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https://www.thoughtco.com/radium-facts-606583
Get periodic table facts on the chemical and physical properties of the element radium.

Radium Facts - Softschools.com
www.softschools.com/facts/periodic_table/radium_facts/360
Radium was discovered after the radioactive uranium was isolated, leaving behind
another material that was still radioactive. Twelve years after its discovery, Marie Curie
and Andre-Louis Debierne isolated the pure metal form of radium. Radium was the first
radioactive element to be made ...

radium facts, information, pictures | Encyclopedia.com ...
www.encyclopedia.com › â€¦ › Chemistry › Compounds and Elements
Get information, facts, and pictures about radium at Encyclopedia.com. Make research
projects and school reports about radium easy with credible articles from our FREE,
online encyclopedia and dictionary.

#88 - Radium - Ra
https://hobart.k12.in.us/ksms/PeriodicTable/radium.htm
Radium chloride (RaCl 2) Interesting facts: It is the heaviest of the alkaline earth metals.
It is extremely radioactive. It resembles barium in chemical behavior. It is found in
pitchblende, a uranium ore. It reacts violently to water and oil and forms radium
hydroxide, which is more unpredictable than barium. Recently discovered â€¦

Historical and Interesting Facts - Radium.cg
radiumcg.weebly.com/historical-and-interesting-facts.html
Interesting Facts Radium is a bright silver radioactive metal, when radium is exposed to
air, it can react with the nitrogen to quickly form a black coating of radium nitride. When
it is freshly prepared it is brilliantly white and if exposed can cause cancer and other body
disorders. Radium is the heaviest of the alkaline-earth metals. The melting point is â€¦

Radium Element Facts - Periodic table
https://www.chemicool.com/elements/radium.html
Radium's properties, discovery, videos, images, states, energies, appearance and
characteristics.

Chemistry for Kids: Elements - Radium - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › â€¦ › Chemistry for Kids › Periodic Table
Interesting Facts about Radium. The element "curium" is named for the discoverers of
radium. Marie Curie also discovered the element polonium while experimenting with
pitchblende. Before the dangers of radiation were understood, radium was called the
wonder metal because it gave off heat and light. Radium is part of a decay chain â€¦

Radium - Element information, properties and uses ...
www.rsc.org/periodic-table/element/88/radium
Element Radium (Ra), Group 2, Atomic Number 88, s-block, Mass [226]. Sources, facts,
uses, scarcity (SRI), podcasts, alchemical symbols, videos and images.

Radium - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radium
Radium is a chemical element with symbol Ra and atomic number 88. It is the sixth
element in group 2 of the periodic table, also known as the alkaline earth metals. Pure
radium is silvery-white, but it readily reacts with nitrogen (rather than oxygen) on
exposure to air, forming a black surface layer of radium nitride (Ra 3 N 2). All isotopes of
radium â€¦
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What is radium 226?



What is the atomic number of radium?



What element is radium?



Is radium radioactive?
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